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Abstract: 

Today’s graduates are faced with unprecedented economic, technological, cultural and 

social change.  To succeed and thrive in the 21
st

 Century workplace they need more than 

disciplinary knowledge; they also need generic skills. The ability to generate ideas is a much 

valued skill by employers today and it is one of the ECU Graduate Attributes. It enables 

individuals to develop a range of novel solutions to challenging problems, to be imaginative, 

adaptable and apply innovative thinking in their professional practice.  

The ability to develop novel and innovative ideas is not a talent that you either have or don’t 

have; it is a skill that can be learnt and developed.  We often encourage our students to “be 

creative” or “generate lots of novel ideas”, but this may leave them wondering: “what 

exactly do I have to do to come up with lots of novel ideas?” If we want to guarantee that 

our graduates develop the ability to generate ideas “we need to move beyond negligence to 

intentionality” (Harper and Quaye, 2009). During this interactive workshop we will explore 

strategies for explicitly teaching the ability to develop ideas and we will consider how to 

embed this into discipline-based teaching practice within the context of curriculum 

internationalisation.  We will also take a glimpse at a new research-informed Creative 

Thinking Toolkit that is currently being developed by the author. 

Author biography: 

Mathilda Joubert is a leading expert in creativity and innovation.  She has done research for 

the UK government on the encouragement of creativity in education, has advised on 

curriculum policy in countries like Lithuania, the UK and Australia and she has worked as 



innovation consultant with companies around the world, including Philips, Diageo, the BBC 

and Unilever.  Mathilda regularly presents keynote presentations around the world; she has 

degrees in music, languages, education, business and cognitive neuropsychology and now works 

at the Centre for Learning and Development at ECU.  
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